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A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the City of New York, in relation to prohibiting owners of
multiple dwellings from requiring tenants to present identifying documents to gain entry into the multiple
dwelling.

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:

Section 1. Title 26 of the administrative code of the city of New York is amended by adding thereto a

new chapter 9, to read as follows:

CHAPTER 9

RESIDENTIAL SECURITY SYSTEMS

§ 26-901  a. Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter, the following terms shall be defined as follows:

1. “Authorized personnel” shall mean persons hired, appointed or acting at the behest of the owner.

2. “Common area” shall mean a portion of a multiple dwelling that is not within a dwelling unit and is regularly used by

occupants for access to and egress from any dwelling unit within such multiple dwelling.

3. “Dwelling unit” shall mean any residential accommodation in a multiple dwelling.

4. “Invited guest” shall mean a person, other than a tenant, who enters the premises to temporarily conduct lawful business or

as the guest of a tenant.

6.  “Majority” shall mean a number greater than one-half.

7. “Multiple dwelling” shall mean a dwelling which is either rented, leased, or let or hired out, to be occupied, or is occupied,

as the residence or home of three or more families living independently of each other.

8. “Owner” shall mean and include the owner or owners of the freehold of he premises or lesser estate therein, a mortgage or

vendee in possession, assignee of rents, receiver, executor, trustee, lessee, agent, or any other person, firm or corporation, directly or

indirectly in control of a dwelling.
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9. “Tenant” shall mean any lawful occupant of a multiple dwelling.

b. The owner of a multiple dwelling unit or authorized personnel acting on behalf of said owner shall not require or mandate

that tenants of such dwellings present picture identification, identifying documents, or undergo intrusive questioning to gain access,

entrance, ingress or regress to any point of entry within said dwellings without the signed and written consent of tenants representing

a majority of dwelling units within that multiple dwelling.

c. Every tenant shall have the right to freely enter vestibules, lobbies, waiting and reception areas, parking garages, elevators,

stairwells, mailrooms and all common areas located within said multiple dwelling without presenting picture identification,

identifying documents, or being subjected to intrusive questions.

d. Any person who enters a multiple dwelling may be required, upon request of authorized personnel, to make known the

purpose for their presence in such multiple dwelling and to have their arrival announced to the appropriate tenant.

e. The owner of a multiple dwelling who seeks to require tenants to present picture identification or identifying documents

prior to entry to such multiple dwelling must widely publicize, announce and conduct an open process within the multiple dwelling,

whereby tenants are afforded the opportunity to attend a public meeting and thereafter vote on whether to implement such program.

The owner of a multiple dwelling is only permitted to implement the aforementioned identification procedures upon favorable

majority vote of tenants present.

§2. This local law shall take effect ninety days after its enactment into law.
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